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Learning Intentions today

• Put our year and enrolment in context

• Look ahead to budget challenges and processes



Budget

• We live and work in a system that is driven by enrolment
• Let’s look back to April, 2020



It’s Spring Forum 2020

• We tell the happy story 
we normally tell.



• Life is normal
• Growth is a good 

thing



A Year Ago April 8th, 2020

• Budget Committee
• Key Assumptions



Budget Assumptions



More kids 
means 
good 

things.

Growth is 
positive.



Looking ahead to 2020-21

• Let’s be conservative, let’s be cautious 
• But, let’s still tell and hope for the story we normally get.



Fast forward

• What actually happened?
• What did the pandemic bring?





Something never seen 
in Surrey





September reality sets in…

Elementary Secondary



That’s not all…

• We had an audit in Learning Centres and International was a struggle.



The Net Result



A tale of two years…





The total shift in a year

• We went from an increase of $6.7M 
• To a reduction of - $10M
• In 1 COVID year.
• A $17M differential in our normal way of being.



But the Province came to help…



And the federal 
government came 
to help



Follow the implications of enrolment decline

• Surrey has seen a year of substantial enrolment decline
• We projected to be 737 students higher in 2020-21
• We came in at 817 FTE students fewer in 2020-21 than 2019-20
• The difference is 1554 students
• When all the dust settles – it’s $10.2M in money we didn’t get. 
• Now, we have a new starting point.



How do you deal with a $10M loss?

• Remembering that we actually spent it on staffing in the spring.
• We hired teachers, EA’s, principals, vice-principals for an enrolment of 

students that didn’t arrive.
• In any “normal” year – we would have gone into layoffs – about 100 

people at least.



But…

• Remember the provincial infusion - $45.6M – our share about $5M
• Remember the federal infusion - $2B – our share about $29M
• So we had to make a choice.
• We chose not to lay off – this was the key message behind the 

support we were receiving.
• We need the economy to keep going. We need people working.
• We also need new and innovative learning designs for a year of 

pandemic.
• What did we do?



Choices

• We kept all our teachers
• We kept all our support staff
• We hired a significant number of caretakers (custodians)
• We bought millions of dollars in cleaning supplies
• We bought technology
• We bought resources
• We bought support structures – additional staff
• We did everything we could to keep the ball rolling



But now…it’s time to pay the piper

• We didn’t have the enrolment we budgeted and spent for $10M
• We don’t have the federal one time money $29M
• We don’t have the provincial one time money $5M
• We have losses in rentals, international

• In the end…we face a deficit of over $40M



There’s only one way to make that go away

• Reduce everywhere we possibly can
• Try to stay away from the core classroom
• Everywhere else, we need to look



Recently – Finance Committee

• We presented a range of options to the Board of Education
• These options included everything from supplies and services to 

people. 
• No area of the organization was untouched in our examination.
• No matter how hard we look, we cannot address a $40M deficit 

without going into people.
• Surrey hasn’t been here for a very long time.



What is our process so far to mitigate

• We are in a financial lock down of all uncommitted expenditures
• This means we are not doing many of the things we intended to do 

this spring
• The field has responded to a series of measures
• These measures are all designed to avoid getting into people
• As you know, a very large percentage of our budget is people.
• Almost 90% goes to teachers and support staff directly. 



The pandemic has come home in more ways 
than one
• Surrey is driven by immigration
• Our thriving city attracts families, children, and international students
• In a year with closed borders – this hits at the very heart of how we 

plan and budget
• This is a new page
• We believe we will recover, but it’s going to take at least one  very 

hard year.



There’s no good way to tell this story



Our Goal Today

• To share the stark reality
• To get the Board prepared
• To acknowledge we are confident in our planning and feel very 

supported by the field
• To inform our partners and public that we are doing all possible 

diligence to avoid making large scale changes



Questions
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